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Standard Highway Sign Designs for Texas
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**YIELD ZONE**

- Height: 8.0' (+.5')
- Width: 7.0' (+.5')
- Height: 4.0'
- Width: 6.33' (+.5')

Dimensions are for standard highway signs in Texas.
International Symbol of Accessibility Parking Space Marking with Blue Background and White Border Options

Height of symbol:
Minimum/standard = 28 in
Special = 41 in

Width of symbol:
Minimum/standard = 24 in
Special = 36 in

**Stroke width:
Minimum/standard = 3 in
Special = 4 in
Bicycle Lane
Railroad Crossing
Symbol
May vary according to Lane Width

Railroad Crossing Symbol
Highway-rail grade crossing
alternative (narrow) pavement markings
Yield Ahead Triangle

Dimensions:
- Height: 20 ft
- Width at base: 6 ft
- Depth: 3 ft
- Side length: 20 ft
- Top width: 6 ft
- Bottom width: 6 ft
- Depth: 3 in
- Height: 8 in
Yield Line Layout

3 to 12 in
Speed Hump Markings

- 6 ft
- 9.5 ft
- 12 in
9.5' (+.5')

7.5' (+.5')

4"
18' Lane Drop Arrow (Right)
For left lane, use mirror image

Edge of Pavement

20°
Freeway, Expressway and Ramp Pavement Arrow

Preferential Lane Symbol
Red and Blue background - White 8' numerals and 4" border

White background - Black 8' numerals and no border

Additional information may be found in the TMUTCD.
White background - Black text and no border

* Alternate words that may be used

Additional information may be found in the TMUTCD.